Below are abridged versions of the regulations governing student conduct cited in Spartan Life. Although these interpretations should not substitute a thorough overview of the regulations themselves, they may be serve as a helpful tool at-a-glance.

GSR-2.01 Cause/threaten to endanger others
GSR-2.02 Persistent intimidation/coercion of individuals
GSR-2.03 Firearms, explosives, other dangerous objects
GSR-2.04 Obstruct/disrupt contrary to law or policy
GSR-2.05 Trespassing
GSR-2.06 Drugs, contrary to law
GSR-2.07 Alcohol, contrary to law
GSR-3.01 Obstruct/disrupt student orgs
GSR-3.02 Intimidate/coerce student orgs
GSR-3.03 Provide false info to student orgs
GSR-3.04 Falsely represent a student org
GSR-4.01 Damage, deface, destroy personal property
GSR-4.02 Tamper with fire equipment
GSR-4.03 Use of another’s personal property
GSR-4.04 Theft of personal property
GSR-4.05 Theft of University property
GSR-4.06 Misuse of University property
GSR-4.07 Trespassing
GSR-4.08 Unauthorized posters, signs ...
GSR-5.01 Provide false information to U. official
GSR-5.02 Interference with University function
GSR-5.03 Alter/forge University document
GSR-5.05 Unauthorized use University document/record
GSR-5.06 Act as agent of University
GSR-5.07 Failure to ID self
GSR-5.08 Operate a business without authorization
RHR-1.1 Noise
RHR-1.2 Interfere with studying
RHR-1.3 Interfere with sleeping
RHR-1.4 Interfere with free access
RHR-1.5 Play athletic games in common area
RHR-1.6 Safe & clean environment
RHR-1.7 Unauthorized animals
RHR-1.8 Failure to discourage
RHR-2.1 Safety hazard
RHR-2.2 Throw from window/balcony
RHR-2.3 Firearms, fireworks, explosives ...
RHR-2.4 Dangerous substance (e.g., chemicals)
RHR-2.5 Setting a fire
RHR-2.6 False fire report/interference
RHR-2.7 Tamper with fire equipment
RHR-2.8 Unauthorized cooking appliances (Owen only)
RHR-3.1 Harassment
RHR-3.2 Cause/threaten harm
RHR-3.3 Harassment of hall employee
RHR-3.4 Intimidation related to a judicial hearing
RHR-4.1 Theft or tamper with personal property
RHR-4.2 Misuse of Univ. property
RHR-4.3 Damage, deface, or destroy
RHR-5.1 Possess open alcohol in public area
RHR-5.2 Event or floor party with alcohol
RHR-5.3 Presence of 5x occupancy w/ alcohol
RHR-5.4 Common source of alcohol
RHR-5.5 Improperly loaning MSU ID
RHR-5.6 Using someone else’s MSU ID
RHR-5.7 Failure to ID self
RHR-7.1 Throw objects in dining hall
RHR-7.2 Steal food from dining hall
RHR-7.3 Enter dining hall w/o permission
RHR-8.2 Responsibility for visitor
RHR-8.3 Visitor w/out escort
UAR-2.1 Live in a clean/safe environment
UAR-3.2 Tamper/borrow personal property
Suggested Policies to Cite Based on Specified Incident Types

Alcohol in a Private Room
- GSR-2.07 – if underage present
- RHR-1.8 – if more than one person
- RHR-5.3 – if 5x occupancy
- RHR-5.4 – if keg, case of beer …

Alcohol in a Public Area
- GSR-2.07 – if underage present
- RHR-1.8 – if more than one person
- RHR-5.2 – if containers are open
- RHR-5.4 – if keg, case of beer …

Suspicion of Marijuana in a Room
- GSR-2.06 – cite in all cases
- RHR-1.6 – if ANY smoke/smell fills the air
- RHR-1.8 – if more than one person

Sexual Assault
- GSR-2.01 – cite in all cases
- GSR-2.02 – if coercion/intimidation were used
- GSR-4.07 – if assailant enters/remains in room w/out permission
- RHR-3.2 – if assault occurs in residence hall
- Policy on Sexual Harassment – found in Spartan Life

Physical Assault/Fight
- GSR-2.01 – cite in all cases
- GSR-2.02 – if coercion/intimidation were used
- GSR-4.07 – if assailant enters/remains in room w/out permission
- RHR-3.2 – if assault occurs in residence hall